CENTER FOR LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES—FALL 2014

This guide lists courses offered at U-M that fulfill the requirements for the LACS Undergraduate Concentration Program and the LACS Academic Minor. Courses up to the 400 level may count toward the LACS concentration or minor. Longer descriptions and additional information for each course can be found in the LSA on-line course guide. In some cases course descriptions may change, or courses may be removed before the beginning of the semester. Also, new classes may be added (or we may have missed them). Please inform us if we need to make any corrections.

AMERICAN CULTURE

AMCULT 381.001 Latinas/Latinos and the Media
AMCULT 405.003 Topics in American Culture: Mexican Cinema
AMCULT 420.001 Latin American and Latino/a Film Studies: Caribbean Cinema
AMCULT 420.003 Latin American and Latino/a Film Studies: An/Other Latin American Cinema: Latin American Women’s Cinema

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

ANTHRCUL 319.001 Latin American Society & Culture: Issues in Race & Ethnicity
ANTHRCUL 346.001 Latin America: The Colonial Period: Issues in Race & Ethnicity
ANTHRCUL 414.001 Introduction to Caribbean Societies and Cultures, I

CENTER FOR AFROAMERICAN AND AFRICAN STUDIES

AAS 202.001 Introduction to Afro-Caribbean Studies
AAS 358.003 From Colonial Saint-Domingue to Independent Haiti: History and Culture of an Exceptional Colonial and Post-colonial Territory
AAS 444.001 Introduction to Caribbean Societies and Cultures, I
AAS 473.001 Brazil: History & Culture
FRENCH
FRENCH 274.001 France and the New World

HISTORY
HISTORY 303.001 AAS 358.003 From Colonial Saint-Domingue to Independent Haiti: History and Culture of an Exceptional Colonial and Post-colonial Territory
HISTORY 347.001 Latin America: The Colonial Period: Issues in Race & Ethnicity
HISTORY 349.001 Revolutionary Movements in Modern Latin America
HISTORY 407.001 Advanced Study in Comparative and Transnational History: Gender, Sexuality, and International Human Rights Law
HISTORY 473.001 Brazil: History & Culture
HISTORY 478.001 Topics in Latin American History: State Terror and Memory in the Americas
HISTORY 478.010 Topics in Latin American History: The Colonial Period

CENTER FOR LATIN AMERICAN & CARIBBEAN STUDIES
LACS 349.001 Revolutionary Movements in Modern Latin America
LACS 355.001 Topics in Latin American and Caribbean Studies: From Colonial Saint-Domingue to Independent Haiti: History and Culture of an Exceptional Colonial and Post-colonial Territory
LACS 399.001 Thesis-Writers’ Seminar
LACS 471.001 Elementary Quechua, I
LACS 473.001 Intermediate Quechua, I
LACS 475.001 Advanced Quechua, I
LACS 483.001 Brazil: History and Culture
LACS 490.001 Mini-course: Raza y nación en Argentina
LACS 499.001 Reading and Research in Latin American and Caribbean Studies

LATINA/O AMERICAN STUDIES
LATINOAM 405.001 Topics in Latina/o Studies: Mexican Cinema
LATINOAM 420.001 Latin American & Latina/o Film Studies: Caribbean Cinema
LATINOAM 420.003 An/Other Latin American Cinema: Latin American Women’s Cinema
MUSICOLOGY
MUSICOL 306.001 Special Course: Music of Iberia and Latin America

PORTUGUESE
PORTUG 461.001 Brazilian Culture

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE LANGUAGES
RCLANG 324.001 Women, Words, and Images: Literary and Visual Dialogues on Gender in Latin America
RCLANG 324.002 Readings in Spanish: Indigenous Activism in the Age of Globalization
RCLANG 324.003 Readings in Spanish: Place, Identity, and Rights in the Americas

SPANISH
SPANISH 342.001 Introduction to Contemporary Latin American Culture
SPANISH 373.002 Topics in Hispanic Literatures and Cultures: Legacies of Violence in the Southern Cone
SPANISH 373.007 Topics in Hispanic Literatures and Cultures: The Imaged City: Latin American Urban Culture in Film, Chronicle, Fiction
SPANISH 382.001/002 Survey of Latin American Literature, II
SPANISH 420.001 Latin American & Latino/a Film Studies: Caribbean Cinema
SPANISH 420.003 An/Other Latin American Cinema: Latin American Women’s Cinema
SPANISH 430.003 Advanced Studies in Hispanic Culture and Society: Latin American Travelogues
SPANISH 473.001 Colonial/Postcolonial Studies in Latin-American Cultures: Colonial Discourse and Postcolonial Theory
SPANISH 487.002 Studies in Hispanic Linguistics: Afro-Hispanic Language
SPANISH 488.003 Topics in Hispanic Literatures and Cultures: Nature and Discourses of Autonomy in Latin America

STUDY ABROAD
STDABRD 303.001 CGIS Field Program: Environment and Sustainable Development in San Jose, Costa Rica
STDABRD 363.001 CGIS: Liberal Arts in Santiago, Chile
STDABRD 491.001 CGIS: Universidade Federal da Bahia (UFBA) in Bahia, Brazil
STDABRD 492.001 CGIS: Liberal Arts in Salvador da Bahia, Brazil
STDABRD 494.001 CGIS: Latin American Societies and Cultures in Buenos Aires, Argentina
STDABRD 496.001 CGIS: Advanced Spanish Immersion in Buenos Aires, Argentina

UNIVERSITY COURSES

UC 390.002 Disciplinary Study in a Second Language: Spanish Language Section
UC 390.003 Disciplinary Study in a Second Language: Spanish Language Section